Webex Board Pro

More than just a board - the next generation collaboration device for hybrid teamwork.

Now you can use a single, integrated touch device to build stronger engagement, foster creativity and innovate faster in the hybrid workspace. Add Webex Board Pro to any meeting room and co-creation space to fuel innovation and let the ideas flow. Join video meetings, digitally whiteboard, use your go-to apps, wirelessly present, and share content with an interactive touch display.

Common collaboration challenges:

- Difficult for team members in the meeting room to brainstorm ideas alongside remote participants across devices and physical locations.
- Lack of alignment and context as collaboration and creative session outputs are usually not captured in one place for every participant for reference.
- Complexity and fragmented experiences caused by siloed, multi-vendor hardware solutions are used for visual collaboration, video conferencing and other workflows in the meeting room.

Webex Board Pro brings together everything you’ve ever needed in the meeting room:

- Add digital whiteboarding, video meetings and visual collaboration into your meeting space with a single device that connects with workspaces and workflows.
- Seamlessly join your Webex meetings and connect with third-party meeting services to let your teams sync, brainstorm, collaborate in a fluid and productive fashion.
- Help your teams stay more productive and engaged with a beautifully designed interactive touch display that supports all your collaboration needs for hybrid teamwork.
- Empower your teams with a digital canvas to draw, annotate, share, present, use digital stickies, and pull up commonly used productivity tools in a blink of an eye.
Visual collaboration for hybrid teamwork

Webex Board Pro is a fully self-contained system on a high-resolution 4K LED screen. With a built-in, intelligent dual 4K camera, embedded microphone array, and a capacitive touch interface, the board brings intelligence, style, and usability to small-to-large meeting rooms. It was designed to power hybrid teamwork: AI-powered meetings, supreme collaboration experiences, connected workflows, along with robust room, device and app integrations help to transform your meetings.

Real-time video conferencing
Leverage a face-to-face experience that brings in-room and remote participants together and builds digital proximity across distributed teams.

Visual collaboration
Outline ideas, facilitate design sprints, run agile sessions, co-create and collaborate – either on a shared document or an infinite canvas with up to two active styluses.

Web apps
Switch between tasks and access your go-to productivity and collaboration apps on a 4K touch screen for a continuous workflow to help your team get work done.

Local meetings
Pair the Board Pro with your laptop, share wirelessly, and annotate on any content. Go from ideate, to create, to iterate—using one capacitive touchscreen.

Agile workflows
Agile teams can quickly access their preferred project management apps and collaboration tools through integrated web apps and get work done in real time or asynchronously.

Continuous collaboration
Store your sessions in Webex or share them so you never lose an idea. Mount the device on the wall or move it around the office to best fit your workstyle.

To learn more about the Webex Board Pro
Please visit hardware.webex.com/products/board-series
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